FRONTIER WHOLESALE

Ethernet Internet Access (EIA)
Frontier Communications® provides the robust Ethernet access your customers require
for high-speed Internet service. With our continued investments in infrastructure and
expanding coverage, we deliver a wide range of bandwidth speeds with flexible
options, enabling us to to better serve our wholesale customers.
The result is a whole new Frontier.
AN EXPANSIVE FOOTPRINT
Our coverage continues to expand with Ethernet Internet
Access available in over 1,300 wire centers and 104
interconnection points throughout our growing territory.

THE PROMISE OF
FRONTIER WHOLESALE

MEF-CERTIFIED TO SERVE YOU
We offer the range of services, CoS
capabilities, integrated interconnect delivery
and the service management tools that
assure the performance of your network.

DEDICATED SPEEDS

COVERAGE

Select from 29 bandwidth choices that can handle your
high-speed data requirements:
• 1M to 10M in 1M increments
• 15M and 20M to 100M
in 10M increments
• 200M to 1G in 100M increments

1M

With the recent acquisition of major
markets, we’re the 4th largest ILEC
in the country, serving customers in
29 states.
1G

MORE EFFICIENT ACCESS
Combine with Frontier EPL or EVPL services to provide
reliable, economical Internet access shared across multiple
locations, ensuring a consistent end-user experience.

CONNECTIVITY YOU CAN COUNT ON
Rest easy knowing that MEF-certified engineers
proactively monitor our network 24/7/365 through our
Network Operations Center.

THE FLEXIBILITY YOU NEED
Supports both IPv6 and IPv4
protocols. Choose electrical interfaces,
or opt for optical interfaces at 10M,
100M or 1G speeds.

COMMITMENT
Frontier is deeply committed to
improving our customer’s
experience by enhancing the overall
speed and efficiency of the ordering
and provisioning process.

CAPABILITY
Our investments have resulted in
vastly improved capabilities—our
Ethernet and fiber connectivity tools
can now fulfill any network need.

COMPETITIVENESS
Frontier is now capable of delivering
all the services and support our
customers need at fiercely
competitive prices.

To learn more about EIA, contact your account manager or email us at wholesale_inquiry@ftr.com.
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